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Add-on parts | Aerodynamics | Rear spoilers | Boot lids

new A2237930000 Rear spoiler, primed

A rear spoiler from Mercedes-Benz noticeably improves the car's aerodynamics. Harmo-
nious adaptation to the vehicle's contours creates a sporty design. Top-class materials 
produce a high-quality feel. Colour options precision-tailored to the vehicle. Simple 
to retrofit: secured using double-sided adhesive tape. No entry in vehicle documents 
required.

X X now
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Comfort | Load compartment | Boot tubs | Shallow tubs

new A2238142000 Boot tub, shallow, black

Produced in impact-resistant, non-slip polypropylene. Structured surface holds separa-
tely available stowage crate in place.
Not suitable for vehicles with the following optional extra Codes: 223 (rear backrest 
adjustment), 224 (individual rear seats), 406 (multicontour rear seat),
453 (seat with recline function), 308 (refrigerator in rear),
ME10 (hybrid).

X X shortly

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Stowage crate

existing A0008140400 Stowage crate, black

The robust plastic stowage box creates order in the boot. Small parts, shopping bags 
or charging cables can be securely transported. The black box can be divided into two 
sections using the enclosed rigid dividing element and be combined with the Mercedes-
Benz boot tub thanks to the ribbed structure at the bottom. Capacity: 51 litres.

X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Load compartment management

existing A0009870400 Luggage-securing feature, black
For fixing objects in the boot, with Mercedes-Benz lettering. 
Securing against sliding in normal driving operation. Holding back objects in the event of 
a crash not guaranteed.

X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Concertina load sill protector

existing A2536932000 Concertina load sill protector, black
Protects the rear of the vehicle from scratches when you’re loading up – and prevents 
dirt from the vehicle from getting onto your clothes. 
Can be practically secured to reversible mat.

X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Mats | Reversible mat

new A2236807604 Reversible mat, black

The anti-slip mat with load sill protection by Mercedes-Benz protects the paintwork 
during loading and unloading. Made from 100% polyester. Double-use: With rubberised, 
non-slip side and high-quality velour side. prevents cargo from sliding around. Protects 
the load compartment floor from dirt and damp. easy to clean with warm water.

X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | Shopping crate

existing A2038400020 Shopping crate, collapsible, anthracite

Maximum permissible load: 10 kg

The collapsible shopping crate functions as a versatile and practical transport and 
stowage facility. 
When not in use, it can simply be folded flat and stowed away. Simple for the customer 
to fit.

X X now
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Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | EASY-PACK boot box

new A2238400400 EASY-PACK boot box, black, plastic
A practical option for storing items in the boot. When it is not in use, the box can be 
folded up at the touch of a button and slid beneath the parcel shelf to save space. 
Capacity: 7 to 55 litres with maximum load of 10 kg.

X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | Snap-in module for load compartment

existing A2048600134
Snap-in module for load compartment, for 
15 mm load compartment floor, complete, 
black / silver-coloured

Partition your load compartment to suit your requirements and prevent the contents 
from sliding around. The brackets can be freely positioned along the outer edges of the 
load compartment floor.The system's telescopic rods ensure a secure hold. Factory-
fitted pre-installation (SA code 942) is not required.

X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Perfume atomiser

existing A1678992100 Flacon perfume atomiser, 1001 MOOD, 
black / transparent, glass

AIR-BALANCE Package. The vehicle interior can be fragranced to suit your own individual 
preference with the AIR-BALANCE Package (optional equipment Code P21).Flacon, 1001 
MOOD. Fragrance family: Floral-fresh, green.

X X now

existing A1678992000 Flacon perfume atomiser, GINGERY MOOD, 
transparent / black, glass

AIR-BALANCE Package. The vehicle interior can be fragranced to suit your own individual 
preference with the AIR-BALANCE Package (optional equipment Code P21).Flacon, 
GINGERY MOOD. Fragrance family: Floral-fresh, woody.

X X now

existing A0008990200 Flacon perfume atomiser, AGARWOOD 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. "Elegance, opulence and luxury", golden resins and 
a velvety warmth, distinctive wood notes and refined smokiness create an impressive 
fragrance experience.

X X shortly

existing A2908990400 Flacon perfume atomiser, AMG #63, 
transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml.

AIR-BALANCE package. The vehicle interior can be fragranced to suit your own individual 
preference with the AIR-BALANCE package (optional equipment Code P21).
Flacon, AMG #63. A fragrance between luxurious sandalwood and energetic ginger.

X X now

existing A2388990400 Flacon perfume atomiser, DAYBREAK 
MOOD, transparent / black

AIR-BALANCE package. The interior of the vehicle can be fragranced to suit your own 
individual preference with the AIR-BALANCE package (option code P21). Flacon, DAY-
BREAK MOOD. Fragrance family: slightly fruity, spicy.

X X now

existing A0008990288 Flacon perfume atomiser, DOWNTOWN 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. Transparent, floral combination of jasmine and 
lilac, with warm undertones of musk, ambergris and a cashmere note. Top notes include 
magnolia and rosewood for freshness, peach for softness and an intriguing metallic 
effect.

X X now
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existing A1678991500 Flacon perfume atomiser, FOREST MOOD, 
transparent / black, glass

Vial for perfume atomiser, 15 ml.

Flacon, FOREST MOOD. Fragrance family: citrus, maritime, aromatic.
X X now

existing A2228990600 Flacon perfume atomiser, FREESIDE MOOD, 
transparent / black Successor to Freeside Mood A0008990088 X X now

existing A2228990188 Flacon perfume atomiser, empty, 
transparent Empty flacon for individual fragrance. X X shortly

existing A0008990388 Flacon perfume atomiser, NIGHTLIFE 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml.
NIGHTLIFE MOOD is enriched with complementary wood notes that give the scent body. 
Cool spices such as cardamom and pink pepper lend a freshness to the top notes. And 
the hint of a particular aldehyde balance adds a subtle cognac effect. In the base notes 
the wood tones combine with frankincense, ambergris and vanilla to create a soft, silky 
elegance.

X X now

existing A0008990900 Flacon perfume atomiser, PACIFIC MOOD, 
transparent / black

AIR-BALANCE package. The interior of the vehicle can be fragranced to suit your own 
individual preference with the AIR-BALANCE package (optional extra Code P21). Flacon, 
PACIFIC MOOD. Lemon and orange top notes, accompanied by a blend of spices.

X X now

existing A0008990188 Flacon perfume atomiser, SPORTS MOOD, 
transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. This perfume is based on a harmony of lime blossom 
and fresh, light green leaves. The lime blossom at the heart of this perfume is surroun-
ded by light, floral tones such as magnolia, gardenia and violet. The green top notes take 
their freshness and lightness from aspects of grapefruit and watermelon, while the base 
notes have a mossy nuance.

X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Perfume atomiser
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Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set

new A22368002063F43
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / 
carmine red

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368002067Q18
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, macchiato 
beige / magma grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368002067R51
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / silver 
grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368002068W60
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / Siena 
brown

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368004063F43
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / 
carmine red

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368004067Q18
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, macchiato 
beige / magma grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368004067R51
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / silver 
grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368004068W60
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, black / Siena 
brown

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368003063F43
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / 
carmine red

Velour mats, 4-part, with classic cut pile, tone-in-tone border tape and piping in contra-
sting seam. Original fastening system on driver and front passenger side and rear mats. X now
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new A22368003067Q18
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, macchiato 
beige / magma grey

Velour mats, 4-part, with classic cut pile, tone-in-tone border tape and piping in contra-
sting seam. Original fastening system on driver and front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368003067R51
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / silver 
grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368003068W60
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / Siena 
brown

Velour floor mat, single. Classic cut pile, piping in contrasting colour.Original fastening 
system on driver and front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368005063F43
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / 
carmine red

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. Edging in contrasting colour. X now

new A22368005067Q18
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, macchiato 
beige / magma grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. Edging in contrasting colour. X now

new A22368005067R51
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / silver 
grey

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. Edging in contrasting colour. X now

new A22368005068W60
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, black / Siena 
brown

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. Edging in contrasting colour. X now

new A22368002068U21
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, magma grey / 
macchiato beige

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368004068U21
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, LHD, magma grey / 
macchiato beige

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set
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new A22368003068U21
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, magma grey / 
macchiato beige

Velour floor mat, single. Classic cut pile and edging in contrasting colour.Original faste-
ning system on driver and front passenger side and rear mats. X now

new A22368005068U21
Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
P34 Exclusive package, RHD, magma grey / 
macchiato beige

Velour mats, set of 4, with classic cut pile and original fastening system on driver and 
front/front passenger side and rear mats. Edging in contrasting colour. X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | all season floor mats | rear mats

new XXX All-season floor mats Dynamic Squares, 
rear, 2-piece, LHD, black Light, high-quality TPE material with long service life - hardly any wear and odourless. X XXX

new XXX All-season floor mats Dynamic Squares, 
rear, 2-piece, LHD, black Light, high-quality TPE material with long service life - hardly any wear and odourless. X XXX

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | all season floor mats | Driver/co-driver mat

new XXX
All-season floor mats Dynamic Squares, 
driver’s/co-driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, 
black

Light, high-quality TPE material with long service life - hardly any wear and odourless. X X XXX

new XXX
All-season floor mats Dynamic Squares, 
driver’s/co-driver’s mat, 2-piece, RHD, 
black

Light, high-quality TPE material with long service life - hardly any wear and odourless. X X XXX

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Driver/co-driver mat

new A22368064037Q07 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, magma grey

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile, featuring metal badge with 
Mercedes-Benz lettering. X X shortly

new A22368064039K26 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, black

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile, featuring metal badge with 
Mercedes-Benz lettering. X X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set
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new A22368065037Q07 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, RHD, magma grey

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile, featuring metal badge with 
Mercedes-Benz lettering. X X shortly

new A22368065039K26 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, RHD, black

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile, featuring metal badge with 
Mercedes-Benz lettering. X X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Rear mats

new A22368083037Q07 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, 2-piece, 
LHD/RHD, magma grey Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

new A22368083039K26 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, 2-piece, 
LHD/RHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

new A22368082037Q07 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, 2-piece, 
LHD/RHD, magma grey Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

new A22368082039K26 Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, 2-piece, 
LHD/RHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

new A22368084037Q07
Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, with 
transmission tunnel mat, 3-piece, LHD/
RHD, magma grey

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

new A22368084039K26
Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, with 
transmission tunnel mat, 3-piece, LHD/
RHD, black

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X now

new A22368085037Q07
Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, with 
transmission tunnel mat, 3-piece, LHD/
RHD, magma grey

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Driver/co-driver mat
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new A22368085039K26
Velour floor mats EXCLUSIV, rear, with 
transmission tunnel mat, 3-piece, LHD/
RHD, black

Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Cleanliness | Cleaning

existing A0009865500 Microfibre cloth, white

Excellent cleaning effect, perfect protection: The white microfibre unbranded cloth allows 
you to achieve the best cleaning results with its untreated fabric – without scratching 
the sensitive screen surface. The cloth, which is made in Germany, is washable, and the 
excellent cleaning effect is retained even after washing.

X X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Body | Mud flaps | Front set

new A2238900600 Mud flaps, front set, black, grained

Protect the underbody and the sides of the vehicle from stone chippings and dirt. Availa-
ble in pairs for front and rear axle. Black, grained.
- Not for China (Code 830)
- Not for AMG (Code 772)
- Not for AMG carbon fibre (Code 773)
- Not for autonomous driving (Code 200)

X X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Body | Mud flaps | Rear set

new A2238900700 Mud flaps, rear set, grained

Protect the underbody and the sides of the vehicle from stone chippings and dirt. Availa-
ble in pairs for front and rear axle. Black, grained.
- Not for China (Code 830)
- Not for AMG (Code 772)
- Not for AMG carbon fibre (Code 773)

X X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Rear mats
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Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | BABY-SAFE plus with automatic child seat recognition

existing A0009703802
BABY-SAFE plus II child seat, with automatic 
child seat recognition, ECE + China, grey / 
black, Weight group 0+

Please refer to the operating instructions and the owner's manual for further information.

The child seat weighs 5.7 kg.

In vehicles with code U18 (automatic child seat recognition) or code U10 (automatic 
front passenger airbag deactivation), the front passenger airbag is automatically deacti-
vated when BABY-SAFE plus II with automatic child seat recognition is used. If the vehicle 
features automatic front passenger airbag deactivation (optional extra code
U10), sensor readings classify the occupant by weight. With rear-facing child seats, the 
front passenger airbag is deactivated. Please refer to the owner's manual for instructions 
regarding code U10.

Important: The BABY-SAFE plus II seat can not be fitted in conjunction with the belt 
airbag (code 306). Please bear in mind that the belt airbag is also incorporated in 
packages.

X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | DUO plus with ISOFIX child seat securing system

existing A0009704302
DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX, ECE + 
China, grey / black, polyester, Weight group 
1

"DUO plus" child seat. Optimum safety for children between the ages of around 9 
months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top tether, an additional belt 
for securing the head section, a height-adjustable shoulder belt, vent ducts and ISOFIX 
attachment system. Tilt-adjustable.

X X now

existing A0009701802 DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX, USA, 
black, Limited Black

"DUO plus" child seat. Optimum safety for children between the ages of around 9 
months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top tether, an additional belt for 
securing the head section, a height-adjustable harness, ventilation channels and ISOFIX 
attachment system. Tilt-adjustable.

X X now
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Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 2-3 | KIDFIX with ISOFIT

existing A0009702102 KidFix child seat, with ISOFIT, USA, black, 
Limited Black

Please refer to the operating instructions and the owner's manual for further information.

The child seat has an unladen weight of 8 kg.

When using a front-facing child seat on the front passenger seat with activated passen-
ger airbag, always position the front passenger seat as far back as possible and ensure 
correct seat belt routing. Please also refer to the operating instructions for further 
information.

Can be used in conjunction with the belt airbag.

X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seat accessories

existing A0009701602 BABY-SAFE plus II child seat, Sun canopy, 
black The sun canopy, which is easy to attach, protects the baby from very intense sunlight. X X now
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existing A0009704902
KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIT, ECE + 
China, grey / black, polyester /  plastic, 
Weight group 2+3

The child seat weighs 7 kg. Specification: front-facing child restraint system for child 
seat Group II + III.
Body weight: from 15 to 36 kg.
Age: from around 3.5 to 12 years.
Approval: ECE R 44/04 and CCC.
Please refer to the operating instructions and the owner's manual for further information.

When using the child seat without the backrest, use the retaining clip provided with the 
child seat as instructed to ensure optimum positioning of the car's seat belt.

When using the KIDFIX XP as a booster seat, the flexible belt guide cannot be used in 
combination with the belt airbag. The backrest must be used if the belt airbag does not 
sit correctly.
Product features:
Enhanced safety as a result of XP-PAD in the seat side bolsters and in the head area, 
which reduces forces acting on the child by up to 20 percent. 
Deep, padded side bolsters provide all-round side impact protection, including for older 
children.

Attached to the on-board ISOFIX or i-Size attachment points via ISOFIT system or 
secured using the 3-point seat belt.

Intuitive seat belt guide ensures correct positioning of the 3-point seat belt for optimum 
safety.

Can be used in conjunction with the belt airbag.
Height-adjustable head restraint allows the child seat to grow with the child and correctly 
position the diagonal belt over the child's shoulder.
V-shaped backrest works with the shape of the growing child.

Retractable ISOFIT locking latches for use with the 3-point seat belt on seats without 
ISOFIX or i-Size attachment points.

X X now

existing A0009701502 Replacement cover for BABY-SAFE plus II, 
black, Limited Black

Elegant replacement cover for the BABY-SAFE plus II child seat in "Limited Black" design. 
The easy-care cover is breathable, washable and easy to remove, helping to retain your 
child seat's smart, clean look.

X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seat accessories
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existing A0009701902 Replacement cover for DUO plus, black, 
Limited Black

The replacement cover for the "DUO plus" child seat from Mercedes-Benz in Limited 
Black makes it easy to ring the changes. It is removable and washable. Breathable, 
ensuring comfort for young occupants.

X X now

existing A0009702202 Replacement cover for KIDFIX, black, 
Limited Black

Robust, breathable replacement cover for the KIDFIX child seat in the "Limited Black" 
design. X X now

existing A0009702402 Replacement cover for KIDFIX XP, black, 
Limited Black

The easy-care cover is crease-resistant, washable and easy to remove. 3-piece replace-
ment cover. X X shortly

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery

existing A0009824503
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, United 
Arab Emirates

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65).
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009823421 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, AUS/NZ

New energy: this compact, cutting-edge charger is specially tailored to Mercedes-
Benz requirements. It "revives", recharges, checks and maintains the charge. Precise: 
- charges with the correct voltage and correct charging current. User-friendly: fully 
automatic, 4-stage charging. - pulsed trickle charge function. - ensures longest pos-
sible battery life. - capable of charging totally flat batteries.Reassuring: no damage to 
electronics connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit 
and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries 
and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah. Simple to use. Ideal for seasonal or 
showroom vehicles. Ready to go again in no time: design and functions characteristically 
Mercedes-Benz.

X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seat accessories
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existing A0009824703 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Brazil

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009823021 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, ECE

For ECE, except UK and Switzerland.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V 
lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009824803 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Japan

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009823121
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 
A, for lead-acid and lithium batteries, 
Switzerland

For Switzerland only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V 
lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009824603
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, South 
Korea

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65).
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V223)

V223
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W223
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existing A0009823221 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, UK

For UK only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V 
lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

existing A0009822921 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, USA

For USA only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your 
vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest 
possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics 
connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse 
voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V 
lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Fluorescent jackets

existing A0005833500 Fluorescent jacket, compact, ECE, yellow

Approved pursuant to DIN EN ISO 20471.
Valid for countries which accept DIN EN ISO 20471.

Fluorescent jacket became a statutory requirement for private cars in Germany from 1 
July 2014. This requirement already exists for commercially used vehicles. A fluorescent 
jacket must be available in every vehicle. It is recommended that there be a fluorescent 
jacket on board for each occupant. In some countries this is a statutory requirement.

X X now

existing A0005834300 Fluorescent jacket, compact, USA/CAN, 
yellow

Approved as per ANSI/ISEA 107.

Valid for USA (Code 494), Canada (460), Australia (Code 625), New Zealand (Code 
919L).

It is recommended that there be a fluorescent jacket on board for each occupant.

X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery
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Telematics | Entertainment | In-car hi-fi accessories and other

existing A2238209903 Bluetooth® headphones, black

Bluetooth® headphones with optimum fit and high wear comfort for perfect listening 
pleasure even over extended periods. Thanks to Bluetooth® technology, the headphones 
allow wireless transmission between the headphones and audio source; also, a 3.5 mm 
jack connection is available for wired transmission. Thanks to the 3D sound effect, the 
headphones offer a spacious sound experience and the Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling 
ensures optimum sound reproduction without disruptive ambient noise. Should exterior 
noise ever need to be heard by the wearer, however, such as in the event of announce-
ments on an aeroplane or when having a conversation, this is no problem thanks to the 
transparency mode – without having to remove the headphones. Phone calls can also be 
made via the Bluetooth® headphones. A microphone has been integrated for this. The 
touchpad on the right earpiece allows simple and intuitive operation of every function. 
The headphones are provided together with a matching transport bag. Charging works 
via the USB port of a PC/laptop or via a common mobile phone power supply (warning: 
max. 5 W). Our Mercedes-Benz designers have put a lot of work into the design of the 
headphones, in order to give them their exceptional and characteristic brand design. The 
clear and sensual flowing forms appear to be cast from a single mould. The surfaces and 
materials have been very carefully selected in order to attain a maximum level of quality 
and wear comfort. Our engineers are responsible for the functionality and the innovative 
operation. These headphones are the result of an intensive development on an automo-
tive level and are worthy of carrying the shining chrome Mercedes-Benz star. - Blu-
etooth® headphones - Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling - Bluetooth® version V5.0 - up to 
18 hours battery life - headset function - intuitive controls - incl. transport bag, jack and 
USB cable (USB-A to USB-C) - charge via the USB port of a PC/laptop or via a common 
mobile phone power supply (warning: max. 5 W)

X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | MP3 players | UCI consumer cables

existing A1778203001 Media Interface consumer cable kit, NTG6
A detailed description of how to operate the Media Interface can be found in the instruc-
tions for the vehicle's audio/
navigation system. Please observe the operating notes included!

X X shortly

existing A1778202901 Media Interface adapter cable, NTG6
The Media Interface cable kit offers connectivity for customer devices with micro USB, 
USB type C and devices / connecting cables with USB-A plugs. For further details, go to 
http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect.

X X now

existing A1778201501 Media Interface consumer cable, USB type 
C, NTG6

A detailed description of how to operate the Media Interface can be found in the instruc-
tions for the vehicle's audio/
navigation system. Please observe the operating notes included!

X X now
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existing A1778201401 Media Interface consumer cable, micro 
USB, NTG6

The Media Interface cable offers connectivity for customer devices with micro USB. 
Cable length: 100 cm. For further details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/
connect.

X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | USB charger

existing A2138200803 USB power charger, in-house development, 
black

Rapid charging device for mobile phone. Intelligent "Smart Charging" and output of up 
to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to charge your device quickly and conveniently via the cigarette 
lighter while you're on the move. With protection against overheating and subtly illumina-
ted USB slots that make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the charging capacity of 
inductive charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 66% charge in an 
hour
> The product is supplied in colourful printed packaging, ideally suited to exhibiting in the 
showroom and on the counter display.

X X now

existing A2138202403 USB power charger

Rapid charging device for mobile phone. Intelligent "Smart Charging" and output of up 
to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to charge your device quickly and conveniently via the cigarette 
lighter while you're on the move. With protection against overheating and subtly illumina-
ted USB slots that make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the charging capacity of 
inductive charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 66% charge in an 
hour
> The product is supplied in classic black packaging, ideally suited for gifting.

X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | MP3 players | UCI consumer cables
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Carrier systems | Rear-mounted carriers | Rear-mounted carriers for trailer coupling | Rear-mounted carriers for trailer coupling

existing A0008901700
Rear-mounted bicycle rack, for trailer 
coupling, folding, 2 bicycles, ECE, plastic /  
aluminium /  steel, anthracite / black

Designed to securely transport 2 bicycles.
Can be folded – compact dimensions (width x depth x height) 63.5 cm x 65 cm x 40 cm.
Lockable to prevent theft.
Removable bicycle holders with quick-release fasteners can be positioned to suit 
requirements. Convenient roller guide for maximum extension (access to boot), including 
safety unlocking mechanism and convenient release pedal. Solid steel base frame. Roller 
mechanism, bicycle rails, retaining bracket and bicycle holders in aluminium. Retaining 
bracket with quick-release fastener – folding. 
Convenient wheel mounts with quick adjustment feature and pump buckle straps with 
"park position" for the tensioning straps. Ball head receptacle for optimum safety. 
Maximum load 57.5 kg. Also suitable for E-bikes.

X X now

existing A0008901800

Rear-mounted bicycle rack, for trailer cou-
pling, folding, 3 bicycles, ECE, aluminium /  
steel /  plastic, silver-coloured / anthracite 
/ black

Rear bicycle rack on trailer hitch for 3 bicycles. Simple, secure fitting, optimum safety. 
Tested to exacting Mercedes-Benz safety standards. Can be folded – compact dimensi-
ons (width x depth x height) 64.5 cm x 73.5 cm x 47 cm. Lockable to prevent theft. Con-
venient wheel mounts with quick adjustment feature and pump buckle straps with "park 
position" for the tensioning straps. Convenient, tried-and-tested ball head receptacle for 
optimum safety. Maximum payload 54 kg.

X X shortly
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Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

new A22340127007X23 5-hole wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 29, black

SA-Code R38
Tyres: 235/55 R18

Brazil info: Inmetro

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340129007X23 5-twin-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 
high-sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 37, black

SA code 01R.
Tyres: 255/50 R18 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340128007X45 10-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 8 J x 18 
ET 37.5, vanadium silver

SA code R41.
Tyres: 235/55 R18.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

new A22340135009293 10-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 8.5 
J x 19 ET 31.5, thulium silver

SA code 15R.
Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340136009293 10-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 10 
J x 19 ET 48,1, thulium silver

SA code R16.
Tyres: 285/40 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340133007X23 10-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 31.5, black

SA code R60.
Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now
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new A22340134007X23 10-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 10 J x 19 ET 48,1, black

SA code 10R.
Tyres: 285/40 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340131007X45 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5, vanadium silver

SA code 77R.
Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340132007X45 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 10 J 
x 19 ET 48,1, vanadium silver

SA code R90.
Tyres: 285/40 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340130007X23 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 31.5, black

SA code R55.
Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

new A22340140007X15 10-twin-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9 J 
x 20 ET 34, silver-coloured

SA code R51.
Tyres: 255/40 R20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340141007X15 10-twin-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 10 
J x 20 ET 48,1, silver-coloured

SA code R51.
Tyres: 285/35 R 20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 48.3 cm (19-inch)
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new A22340137007X23 10-twin-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
high-sheen, 9 J x 20 ET 34, black

SA code R42.
Tyres: 255/40 R20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340142007X15 5-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9 J x 20 ET 
34, silver-coloured

SA code 53R.
Tyres: 255/40 R20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X shortly

new A22340143007X15 5-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 10 J x 20 
ET 48,1, silver-coloured

SA code 53R.
Tyres: 285/35 R 20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X shortly

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 53.3 cm (21-inch)

new A22340144007X23 Multi-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), high-
sheen, 9 J x 20 ET 34, black

SA code R29.
Tyres: 255/35 R21 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X shortly

new A22340145007X23 Multi-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), high-
sheen, 10 J x 20 ET 48, black

SA code R29.
Tyres: 285/30 R21 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X shortly

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

new A22340147007X23 10-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 31.5, black

Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 50.8 cm (20-inch)
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new A22340148007X23 10-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 10 J x 19 ET 48,1, black

Tyres: 285/40 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340149007X23 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 31.5, black

Tyres: 255/45 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340150007X23 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 10 J x 19 ET 48,1, black

Tyres: 285/40 R19 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

new A22340138007X71 Y-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), high-
sheen rim edge, 9 J x 20 ET 34, matt black

Tyres: 255/40 R20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

new A22340139007X71
Y-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), high-
sheen rim edge, 10 J x 20 ET 48,1, matt 
black

Tyres: 285/35 R 20 XL.
Brazil info: Inmetro.

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.

X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Rim locks (light-alloy + steel)

existing A0019901707 Rim locks, M14 x 1.5 x 45, black

Best possible way to protect light-alloy wheels from theft; Set consists of 4 locks and one 
key.

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.

X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Hub caps

existing A16740159009040 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, for coun-
tersink diameter 66.8mm, black

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-alloy wheels. 
Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 48.3 cm (19-inch)
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existing A00040038007756 Hub cap, raised star, for countersink diame-
ter 66.8mm, "Himalaya", grey

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-alloy wheels. 
Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X now

existing A00040038009040 Hub cap, raised star, for countersink diame-
ter 66.8mm, black

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-alloy wheels. 
Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X shortly

existing A00040038009283 Hub cap, raised star, for countersink diame-
ter 66.8mm, matt black

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-alloy wheels. 
Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X now

existing A00040038009715 Hub cap, raised star, for countersink diame-
ter 66.8mm, gloss silver

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-alloy wheels. 
Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X shortly

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Service | Tyre pressure gauge

existing B66588140 Tyre pressure gauge, black, plastic

Compact, analogue tyre air pressure gauge with a high level of measuring precision and 
a wide measurement scale for precise reading. Measurement range from 0.5 bar to 4.5 
bar. Fits all motor vehicle tyre valves (also for bicycle tyres with a motor vehicle valve).
Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.

X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Valve caps

existing B66472002 Valve cap, set of 4, chrome

Decorative caps for valves, black. Mercedes-Benz star logo embossed on front, under 
transparent plastic. Set of 4 in attractive presentation packaging. Without skirt, therefore 
suitable for all car/van/lorry valve types.

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.

X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Vehicle tool kit | Vehicle tool kit

existing A1665806900 Vehicle tool kit Vehicle tool kit – black bag containing the following tools: jack, wheel spanner, wheel 
centring bolt, chock, ratchet, socket wrench for ratchet, gloves, valve core extractor. X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Hub caps
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Passenger Car charging station | vehicle charging station | Wallbox

existing A0009067408 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox Home, with fixed 
charging cable, up to 22 kW

Approved for the following countries: 
EU: LIE, ISL, NOR, CHE, AND, MCO, SMR, AUT, BEL, BGR, HRV, CYP, CZE, DNK, EST, FIN, 
DEU, GRC, HUN, IRL, ITA, LVA, LTU, LUX, MLT, NLD, POL, PRT, ROU, SVK, SVN, SWE, 
ESP, BIH, XXX, XKX, MNE, TUR.
AUS, NZL, IDN, SGP, VNM, HKG, LBN, BLR, KAZ, RUS, ARG, CHL, AZE, ZAF, ARE, THA, 
LKA, JOR, ISR, IND, UKR, PAK, MKD, ALB, LAO, OMN
MYS, MUS, URY, EGY, BGD, MAC, MAR.

Predecessor TNR: A0009060407, A0009060507, A0009060607
Valid from 09/2020.

X X now

existing A0009067108
Mercedes-Benz Wallbox Home, with fixed 
charging cable, up to 22 kW, TWN, PAN, 
CYM

The Mercedes-Benz Wallbox Home is a charging station with fixed charging cable for 
private or commercial use at home or at a place of work. It allows fast, safe and conve-
nient charging of battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. With a charging capacity 
of up to 22 kW, your vehicle can be charged much faster and more conveniently than at 
a standard domestic power outlet. Access authorisation is controlled via a key-operated 
switch. The extensive safety features of the Wallbox ensure reliable charging of your 
Mercedes-Benz passenger car as well. The fixed charging cable has a length of approx. 
6 m.
Part number approved from 09/2020.

X X now

existing A0009067608 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox Home, with fixed 
charging cable, up to 22 kW, JPN

Predecessor part number: A0009060807.
For Korea only.
Valid from 09/2020.

X X now
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Complete wheels | Winter complete wheels | Winter complete wheels, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

existing Q44014191125E 5-twin-spoke wheel, 255/50 R18 106V - 8 
J x 18 ET 37

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014191124E 5-twin-spoke wheel, 255/50 R18 106V - 8 
J x 18 ET 37

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Winter complete wheels | Winter complete wheels, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

existing Q44014171432E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 XL 104V - 8.5 
J x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014171433E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 XL 104V - 8.5 
J x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44054311000E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 104V - 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Winter complete wheels | Winter complete wheels, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

existing Q44014191126E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101V - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014191127E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101V - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Complete wheels, Spike, MB | Complete wheels, Spike, MB, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

existing Q44014371554E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 104T - 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now
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Complete wheels | Complete wheels, Spike, MB | Complete wheels, Spike, MB, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

existing Q44014371555E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 104T - 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Complete wheels, Spike, MB | Complete wheels, Spike, MB, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

existing Q44014111283E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101T - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014111284E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101T - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Complete wheels, Nordic, MB | Complete wheels, Nordic, MB, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

existing Q44014111280E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 104T - 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014111279E 10-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 104T - 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 31.5

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

Complete wheels | Complete wheels, Nordic, MB | Complete wheels, Nordic, MB, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

existing Q44014111282E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101T - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now

existing Q44014111281E Y-spoke wheel, 255/40 R20 101T - 9 J x 
20 ET 34

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.
Only valid for markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel 
business.

X X now
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AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

new A22340113007Y51
AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 
inch), high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 31.5, 
tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.
Not permissible for AMG models with ceramic brake (S63 AMG / S63 AMG 4MATIC - 
S65 AMG).

X X now

new A22340114007Y51 AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 
inch), 10 J x 19 ET 48,1, tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

new A22340119007Y51 AMG 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
9.5 J x 20 ET 33.5, tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Permissible for AMG Performance models only.

X X shortly

new A22340120007Y51 AMG 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
10.5 J x 20 ET 50, tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Permissible for AMG Performance models only.

X X shortly

new A22340155007Y51 AMG 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
9.5 J x 20 ET 48,1, tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Snow chain-suitable RA wheel, permissible for AMG Performance models only.

X X shortly

new A22340115007X23 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
9 J x 20 ET 33.5, black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X shortly

new A22340116007X23 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
10 J x 20 ET 48,1, black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X now

new A22340115007X21 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
9 J x 20 ET 33.5, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X shortly

new A22340116007X21 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 
10 J x 20 ET 48,1, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X now
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AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 53.3 cm (21-inch)

new A22340117007X23 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
9 J x 21 ET 34, black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X now

new A22340118007X23 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
10 J x 21 ET 48, black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly 
valid, market-specific legislation.
Not permitted for AMG models.

X X now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG wheels, accessories | Hub caps

existing A00040009001127 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, yellow The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools. X X now

existing A00040009001190 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, 
gold-coloured

The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools.

Suitable for all wheels with standard hub cap.
Not approved for Japan.

X X now

existing A00040009002232 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, orange

The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools.

Suitable for all wheels with standard hub cap.
Not approved for Japan.

X X now

existing A00040009003594 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, red

The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools.

Suitable for all wheels with standard hub cap.
Not approved for Japan.

X X now

existing A00040009009283 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, matt 
black

The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools.

Suitable for all wheels with standard hub cap.
Not approved for Japan.

X X now

existing A00040009009790 AMG hub cap, in centre lock design, dark 
shadow chrome metallic

The AMG hub cap's centre lock look adds a further sporty touch to the light-alloy wheel. 
Simple to fit without the use of tools.

Suitable for all wheels with standard hub cap.
Not approved for Japan.

X X now
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AMG accessories | AMG safety | AMG child seat

existing A0009703302 AMG KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIT, ECE 
+ China, black, Weight group 2+3

Specification: front-facing child restraint system for child seat Group II + III.
Body weight: from 15 to 36 kg.
Age: from around 3.5 to 12 years.
Approval: ECE R 44/04 and CCC.
Product features:
Enhanced safety as a result of XP-PAD in the seat side bolsters and in the head area, 
which reduces forces acting on the child by up to 20 percent.

Attached to the on-board ISOFIX or i-Size attachment points via ISOFIT system or 
secured using the 3-point seat belt.

Intuitive seat belt guide ensures correct positioning of the 3-point seat belt for optimum 
safety.

X X shortly

AMG accessories | AMG interior appointments | AMG door sill panels

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, front left, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / white
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, high-gloss 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: if a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, front 
right, interchangeable cover, single-piece, 
AMG inscription

stainless steel, black / white
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, high-gloss 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: if a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, rear left, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / white
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, high-gloss 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: if a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, rear right, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / white
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, high-gloss 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: if a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, front left, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / yellow
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, brushed 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: If a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX
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new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, front 
right, interchangeable cover, single-piece, 
AMG inscription

stainless steel, black / yellow
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, brushed 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: If a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, rear left, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / yellow
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, brushed 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: If a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

new XXX
AMG door sill panels, illuminated, rear right, 
interchangeable cover, single-piece, AMG 
inscription

stainless steel, black / yellow
Replaceable cover for AMG door sill panels with LED lighting made of black, brushed 
stainless steel and featuring yellow AMG lettering. Note: If a door sill panel has already 
been installed at the rear, it is not possible to replace it with a black one.
Expected to be available in quarter 1/2021.

X X XXX

AMG accessories | AMG interior appointments | AMG door sill panels
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Model cars | Model cars, 1:87

new B66960629 S-Class, AMG Line, V223, nautical blue, 
Herpa, 1:87

hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 25 individual parts, length approx. 6.2 
cm, painted in authentic colour shade. Equipment line (SA): AMG Line Interior, flush-
fitting door handles (889), 53.3 cm (21-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels in a multi-spoke 
design (RWK)

X X shortly

new B66960630 S-Class, AMG Line, V223, designo diamond 
white bright, Herpa, 1:87

hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 25 individual parts, length approx. 6.2 
cm, painted in authentic colour shade. Equipment line (SA): AMG Line Interior, flush-
fitting door handles (889), 53.3 cm (21-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels in a multi-spoke 
design (RWK)

X X shortly

Model cars | Model cars, 1:43

new B66960631 S-Class, V223, selenite grey, Herpa, 1:43

Die-cast zinc miniature model with plastic parts, 
hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 50 individual parts, length approx. 
12.5 cm, painted in authentic colour shade. Equipment line (SA): MULTIBEAM LED (642), 
panoramic roof, flush-fitting door handles (889, First Class rear suite, 3D driver display 
(451), OLED media display (868), 50.8 cm (20-inch) light-alloy wheels in a multi-twin-
spoke design (R42)

X X shortly

new B66960632 S-Class, V223, designo diamond white 
bright, Herpa, 1:43

Die-cast zinc miniature model with plastic parts, 
hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 50 individual parts, length approx. 
12.5 cm, painted in authentic colour shade. Equipment line (SA): MULTIBEAM LED (642), 
panoramic roof, flush-fitting door handles (889, First Class rear suite, 3D driver display 
(451), OLED media display (868), 50.8 cm (20-inch) light-alloy wheels in a multi-twin-
spoke design (R42)

X X shortly

Model cars | Model cars, 1:18

new B66960633 S-Class, AMG Line, V223, high-tech silver, 
Norev, 1:18

Die-cast zinc miniature model with plastic parts, hand-assembled precision model, made 
up of over 120 individual parts, length approx. 29.5 cm, painted in authentic colour 
shade. Equipment line (SA): MULTIBEAM LED (642), panoramic roof, flush-fitting door 
handles (889, First Class rear suite, 3D driver display (451), OLED media display (868), 
53.3 cm (21-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels in a multi-spoke design (RWK).

X X shortly

new B66960634 S-Class, AMG Line, V223, onyx black, 
Norev, 1:18

Die-cast zinc miniature model with plastic parts, 
hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 120 individual parts, length approx. 
29.5 cm, painted in authentic colour shade. Equipment line (SA): MULTIBEAM LED (642), 
panoramic roof, flush-fitting door handles (889, First Class rear suite, 3D driver display 
(451), OLED media display (868), 53.3 cm (21-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels in a multi-
spoke design (RWK).

X X shortly
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